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Ventana meaning in english

Please insert your question in the form below. Check and make sure that your question hasn't been asked and answered in the questions that appear below the form. Click below to see other visitors' contributions to this page... Germ layer A class of pathogens is a group of cells in the embryo that interact with each other as the embryo grows and contributes
to the formation of all bodies and tissues. ... Homo erectus Test Not rated yetOnce Homo erectus left Africa, where did the species begin to populate? (a) Asia (b) Europe (c) All the answers above ... Skeletons in experimental animals Not rated yetM worms have this type of skeleton? (a) Endoskeleton (b) Exoskeleton (c) Hydrostatic Skeleton Answer (c)
Hydrostatic ... Skeletons in Animals Unrated Motion is one of the essential features of living organisms. Cellular motion is observed in amoeba cells, ciliates, and flagellates. Myofibrils ... Human muscle test UnratedThat is the following virus fibers found in muscle cells? (a) Myofibrils (b) Myosin (c) Sarcomeres Reply ... Unrated Human MuscleMuscle is made
up of thousands of muscle fibers, each consisting of a single muscle cell. As shown in the figure below a muscle cell contains a variety of... Examination of the stage of unrated embryosThat the structure of the embryo soon constitutes muscles and other internal organs? (a) Ectoderm (b) Endoderm (c) Mesoderm ... Unrated embryonic stage At the age of four
weeks, the embryo is the size of a bean. A primitive heart is beating, the head is defined by rudimentary eyes and ears, and ... Check the Unrated Male Fertility System Where Does Sperm Production Occur? (a) Epididymis (b) Seminiferous Tube (c) Urethra Reply (b) Seminiferous ... The male fertility system has not been evaluatedThe male fertility body is
the testicle (or testicle). Testicles are two egg-shaped bodies located in a scrotum called the scrotum outside the body. ... Fetal development test Not evaluated at any stage of development, can the fetal heart rate for the first time be heard through the abdominal wall of the mother? (a) Fifth month (b)Wednesday ... Development of the unrated fetusIn the third
month, the fetus certainly resembles a human, but the head is relatively large. Painful uterine spasms In the following months, ... Unrated birth testThe following does not occur in the first stage of labor? (a) Rupture of the amniotic sac (b) Cervical opening (c) Pain ... Unrated Birth The process of childbirth, complex, is regulated by various hormones. Falloping
tubes When reducing progesterone levels eliminate inhibition on... Fertilization and development Have not been evaluated for fertilization to occur, sperm cells must be released in the vagina during the time the egg cell is alive. sperm cells move through crystal cells Female fertility system test not yet ratedThe open at lower the uterus is called: (a) Cervical (b)
Ducts (c) Vaginal Answer (a) Cervical ... Unrated female fertility systemThe female fertility organs consist of the ovaries, two oval organs located in the pelvic cavity and adjacent to them, two tubes of eggs. Also... Human reproduction Has not been appreciatedReproduction is an essential process for the survival of a species. The function of the fertility
system is the production of pore cells, gametes,... Unrated Population Check Which term describes a win-win relationship? (a) Commensalism (b) Mutualism (c) Symbiosis Answer (b) Mutualism ... Unrated yetEcology populations are disciplined by biology that is primarily related to interactions between and between organisms and their environment. All of the
above ... What does the biosphere and unrated organism of the biosphere include? (a) living organism (b) physical environment (c) All the answers above (c) All ... The Unranrated Biosphere is a blanket of living organisms that surround the Earth's subs tier. The biosphere consists of living organisms, as well as physics ... Unrated Ecosystems Interactions
between communities and their abiotic physical environments form systems known as ecosystems. One of the main phenomena lies beneath an ecosystem ... Unrated Community TestIn a predatory relationship, which participant chooses naturally beneficial? (a) Both predators and prey (b) The most effective ... Unrated Communities Communities of plants,
animals and other organisms can be found in places such as deserts, salt marshes or forests. A community defined as many ... Unrated ecological examinationThat is the following group of individuals belonging to one species? (a) Community (b) Ecosystem (c) Population Reply ... Human Sense Test Unrated What's Special About Fovea's Eyes? (a) This is
the area with the most foresothest visibility. (b) It's the area of the eye where only black and ... Unrated Human SensesThe sensory bodies connect the nervous system to the external environment. They are the source of irritation that causes a reaction in the nervous system,... Examination of the peripheral nervous system of humans Have not evaluated
which part of the nervous system is responsible for bringing the body back to normal after an emergency? (a) Parasites ... The peripheral nervous system of humans Has not been evaluatedThe peripheral nervous system is a set of nerves that connect the brain and spinal cord with other parts of the body and the external environment. ... What is the
examination of the central nervous system of humans That have not been evaluated what are the nerve roots of the central nervous system? (a) The site of the shaft belongs to sensors and motor neurons (b) The coordination ... Unrated Human Central Nervous SystemThe nervous system of who can be divided into two convenient parts: convenient: central
nervous system (brain and spinal cord) and peripheral nerves ... Unrated Animal Neuron Testing What type of neuron is responsible for carrying stimuli in the brain and spinal cord? (a) Interneurons (b) Motor neurons (c) Sensations ... Unrated animal neurons the coordination ofnervous allows the rapid reaction of the organism to an external or internal
stimulus. characteristic route of the animal's kidneys only, nerve coordination ... Check unrated human endo hormonal systemThat route is responsible for flight or combat response? (a) The anthoroid gland (b) Mesotho hypothyroidism (c) the anthoroid gland ... The human endo endo endeer endo known system Has not been evaluatedThe human endo
endo excretion system modulates some processes of the body by the functions of hormones. Endo hormone-activating system controls how... Hormones and Unrated Animal Body glands have two levels of coordination: neural coordination and chemical coordination. Chemical coordination focuses on a system of online... What is the human excretion system
test Yet to be evaluated what is the smallest functional component of the human excretion system? (a) bladder (b) kidney (c) nephron Reply ... Human excretion system Has not been evaluatedThe human excretion system functions to remove waste from the human body. It involves the processing and removal of gastrointestinal foods. This system includes
... Excretion test system has not been evaluatedThat of the following statements about the excretion system is FALSE? (a) It focuses on the removal of metabolic waste products from ... Unrated excretion system The excretion process is involved in the removal of waste products from the animal's body. The relatively stable internal environment of the
organism ... Examination of the human circulatory system Unrated Starting from the right atrium, which of the following paths is the correct path for blood flow through the human circulatory system? (a) Two leaves ... Human circulatory system Has not been evaluatedThe function of the human circulatory system for transporting blood and oxygen from the
lungs to different tissues of the body. In woody dicot trees, new xylem ... Check the circulatory system UnratedThat of the following reports describe the plant circulatory system as FALSE? (a) In the woody dicot tree, the new xylem form on the outside ... Unrated yetSingle-celled circulatory systems organisms are in regular contact with their environment,
getting nutrients and oxygen directly on the cell surface. Same keep ... Mechanism for Gas Exchange Test UnratedThat the following does not play an important role in the gas exchange? (a) Active transport (b) Diffusion (c) Moist film ... Examination of the human respiratory system Has not been evaluatedThat is the following the exact way through which air
travels in the human respiratory system? (a) Nose, lungs, pharynx, air conditioning... The Human Respiratory System Has Not Been EvaluatedThe Human The system consists of a complex set of bodies and tissues that capture oxygen from the environment and transport oxygen into... Nutrition in experimental animals UnratedThat the following is the basic
source of energy for all animals? (a) carbohydrates (b) protein (c) vitamins Answer ... Nutrition in animals UnratedThe nutritional requirements of most animals are relatively extensive and complex compared to the simple requirements of plants. The nutrients used ... Examination of the human digestive system Has not been evaluated What big molecules
begin to be digested by the salivary amylase in the mouth? (a) Cellulose (b) Protein (c) Starch replies... The human digestive system has not been evaluated in the human digestive system, large organic masses are divided into smaller particles that the body can use as fuel. This is a complex process. ... About Nutrition and Gastrointestinal UnratedNutrition
refers to activities where living organisms get raw materials from the environment and transport them into their cells. The cells ... Chordata Unrated Last Industry of Animals is Chordata. All its members, called chordates, have bilateral symmetry, as well as a head, a body cavity, a digestive system, ... What category of unrated mammals test includes egg-
laying mammals? (a) Marsupials (b) Monotremes (c) Placental Mammal Answers (b) Monotremes ... Unrated mammalians Members of the Mammalia class have hair and nourish their young with milk produced by the mammary glands. The presence of body hair or hair helps maintain ... Birds Test Not rated yetThat of the following reports on fur is FALSE?
(a) They are the adaptation of reptile scales. (b) They do not assist in maintaining ... Birds are not ratedC although they are also classified as reptiles, birds of their own class, Aves. Birds have many structural adaptations for flight. Example... Unrated reptile testingThe fossil record indicates how long the earliest reptiles lived? (a)163 million years ago
(b)175,000 years ago (c)310 ... Un evaluated amphibian trials What is important about the discovery of fossils called Tiktaalik? (a) It breathes through the lungs. (b) It's a new type of cartilage ... Unrated amphibiansAmphibians are animals that live both on land and in water. Members of the Amphibia class are believed to have advanced from lobe fin fishes...
Fishes Test Not rated yet What characteristics define the class of fish called Agnatha? (a) Bony (b) Jawless (c) Lungs Answer (b) Jawless Fishes Not rated yetFishes are aquatic animals with a streamlined shape and a functional tail that allows them to move rapidly through water. Fish exchange gas with them ... Experimental vertebrates evaluatedHow many
vertebrates are there? (a) 120,000 (b) 200,000 (c) 60,000 Answers (c)60,000 Unrated Vertebrates All Members of Animals can be conveniently divided into in backbones or vertebrates. In backbone animals are inexperienced animals, while ... Chordata Test Not rated yetThat characteristics are not unique chordates? (a) Body cavity (b) Notochord (c) Spinal
choyp answer (a) Body ... Echinodermata Test Not rated yetHow do echinoderms move? (a) leg (b) peristalsis in hydrostatic skeleton (c) vascular system water answer ... Unranrated Echinodermata branches include animals with internal skeletons and water-based pressure systems for advocacy. Members of this industry include ... Unrated sterilization Tests
All of the following are characteristics shared by both flatworms and roundworms, EXCEPT: (a) Bilateral Symmetry (b) Cephalization ... Unrated Nematod glands Members of the Nematoda industry are roundworms, and many species are microbial. (c) They are autotrophs. Roundworms have many of the same characteristics ... Porifera Unranrated Porifera
consists of several simple animals commonly known as sponges. sponges filter and consume good food particles through their good food particles. Inalebrates Unrated Animals are multi-celled standard organisms. They differ from plants in the place where they feed and digest it into smaller components. They... Arthropoda Test Not rated yetThat the
following applies to ALL arthropods? (a) the outer skeleton, the segmented body, the accessories (b) the hydrostatic skeleton, ... Arthropoda Unrated The largest number of species in the animal kingdom belongs to the arthropoda industry. Members of the industry, called arthropods, include such animals ... Mollusca Unrated TestThat of the following reports
regarding the mollusks circulatory system is FALSE? (a) They have a heart with chambers. (b) They have ... Unrated molluscans Are molluscans, such as snails, clams, squid, oysters and octopuses. In general, these animals live in water. Some ... Annelida Test Not rated yetAn annelide's body cavity is: (a)Coelom (b)Nonexistent (c)Pseudocoelom Answer
(a)Coelom Annelida Not rated yetMembers of the phylum Annelida includes several classes of segmented worms, among them the worms found in mud and sand, the familiar earthworms, and the ... Platyhelminthes Test Not rated yetThat the following is not a member of Platyhelminthes? (a) flatworm (b) leeches (c) tapeworm Answer (b) leeches ... Unrated
Platyhelminthes Members of the platyhelminthes sector are flatworms, such as planarians. Grubs and tapeworms are other examples of flatworms. Flatworms show bilateral ... Cnidaria Test Has not been evaluated what kind of body symmetry does cnidarians show? (a) Bilateral (b) Radial (c) No answer (b) Radial Unrated Members of the Cnidaria sector
include hydras, jellyfish, corals, and sea anemones. Cnidarians live mainly in marine environments. Sea. there is tissue ... Experimental plant hormones Have not been evaluatedThat the following plant hormones are responsible for the growth and stretching of plants? (a) Abscisic acid (b) Auxin (c) Ethylene ... Unrated plant hormonesSy growth and
development of many plants are regulated by the activity of plant hormones. Hormones are bio-substances produced in part of ... Water Motion Test UnratedThat of the following reports on water movement is FALSE? (a) The flow of water depends on air pressure and humidity. (b) Water... Un evaluated water movementThe movement of water from roots to
leaves is an important function in the life of a plant. The flow of water depends on air pressure, humidity, adhesion,... Unrated Vascular Tissue ExaminationThe following are the main conductive vessels of xylem? (a) Companion Cells (B) Sieve Cells (C) Tracheids Answer... Unrated vascular tissueThe vascular tissue consists of xylem, water and mineral lead
from the roots up and throughout the plant, and phloem, transport dissolved ... Check unrated leaves What is important about the porous mesophyll layer in the leaves? (a) It is found only in plants from arid regions. (b) It is ... Unrated leavesThe leaves are the main body of photothesy in vascular plants. The epidermis surrounds the epidermis of the leaves to
reduce dehydration, while ... What is the un evaluated trunk order of the tissues in the trunk? (a) Cortex, vascular tissue, pith, epidermis (b)Epidermis, pith, vascular tissue,... Unrated trunkThe trunk has a number of functions, including plant support, water and mineral transportation of the vascular system, and generations of ... What is the Unrated Root Test
What is the exact order of tissues in the root? (a) Apical meristem, area stretching, mature area, root cap (b) Region ... Unrated rootsThe main function of roots in plants is to anchor plants to the ground and take water and minerals from the soil. Substances that often penetrate ... Unrated meristematic tissue is the growth tissue and location of most cellular
parts. It is called indging tissue because the cells in the meristematic ... Examination of unrated skin tissueThat of the following reports is a quality of skin tissue? (a) It is covered with a thin layer of wax. (b) That is the location of ... Unrated skin tissue skin tissue functions to protect the plant from injury and dehydration. Skin tissue covers the outside of the
plant, except in woody shrubs and trees, ... Unrated Grouned Tissue TestsThe ground tissue of vascular plants is responsible for the following?) (a) Protect (b) Storage of carbohydrates (c) Transportation ... Unrated ground tissueThe ground tissue of the vascular tree is for storage of carbohydrates produced by the plant. Ground tissue consists largely of
young ... Unranrated Vascular Plants The plant world is conveniently separated into two main groups: vascular plants and vascular plants. Non-vascular plants include hepatic two-leaf plants, ... Unrated Vascular Plant InspectionThat of the following reports is TRUE? (a) In the spring, phloem transports sugar from emerging leaves, while transporting xylem...
Vascular plants described Unrated plants include several parts of plants and are generally known as tracheophytes. Tracheophytes are characterized mainly by ... Nonvascular Plants Test Not rated yetThat the following explains why bryophytes can not retain water for long periods of time? (a) They have rhizoids instead of roots. (b) They... Non-vascular
plants identified yetNonvascular plants belong to the Bryophyta division, which includes mosses, mosses, mosses, and hornworts. These plants do not have vascular tissue, so the plants ... Introduction to unrated plants Crops are multi-celled standard organisms with the ability to produce their own food by photothesy. (They are autotrophs.) Algae... Plant
Diversity and Ternity Test Not Yet EvaluatedThat is the following an accurate description of plants? (a) Multicellular biosynctal autotrophs (b) Multicellular character heterotrophs ... Zygomycetes Test Unrated What characteristics are the defining characteristics of Zygomycetes? (a) They are coenocytic. (b) They form zoospores. (c) They lack a known...
Unrated ZygomycetesThe Zygomycetes division of fungi consists mainly of land-based fungi. Because hyphaes do not have cross walls between cells, they are believed to be coenocytic. ... Unrated Medical ExaminationLichens is the link between fungi and cymia. What example of a relationship is this as a biosyn birth? (a) commensalism ... Lichens Have not
been ranked ButLichens is a link between fungi and cymia (formerly known as blue algae). Cymia is the aesthetic factor in ... Unrated fungal disease testThat the following is not a human disease caused by a fungus? (a) athlete's foot (b) ringworm (c) ulcer The answer ... Unrated fungal diseases Some fungi cause disease in humans, some of which are
serious. For example, a disease of the lungs and spinal cord is caused by a fungus called Cryptococcus ... Deuteromycetes Test Not evaluated yetThat the following is not a characteristic of fungi Deuteromycetes? (a) They form zoospores. (b) They include many human pathogens. ... Unrated DeuteromycetesDeuteromycetes – also known as
Deuteromycota, Deuteromycotina, imperfect fungi, and mitosporic fungi- are those that cannot produce sexual spores... Basidiomycetes Test UnratedThat of the following fungi is of Basidiomycetes? (a) Moldy Bread (b) Popular Mushrooms (c) Yeast Answer... Unrated Basidiomycetes Member of the Basidiomycetes division is called club fungus. The fungus
produces penicillin They include popular mushrooms, shelf mushrooms, puffballs, ... Ascomycetes Unrated TestThat of the following mushrooms is a member of Ascomycetes? (a) The fungus that causes the athlete's feet (b) The fungus produces penicillin... Ascomycetes Unrated Members of the Ascomycetes division are varied. These range from single-
celled yeast to powdered molds, cotton molds and large, complex coke mushrooms. ... Unrated fungiFungi, along with bacteria, are the main decomposition agents of organic matter on Earth. Most fungi are saprobes; that is, they digest nonliving organic matter,... Slime Molds Test Not rated yet What characteristics qualify a protist as a true mold slime? (a)
Usually independent cells can unite (b) As a single large cell... Unrated mucus Mold Although mucus mold has fungal-like properties, many scientists classify organisms with protists because of their primary qualities. ... Protozoa Test Not rated yetThat the following applies to all members of the Protista kingdom? (a) Eukaryotic (b) Allergy (c) Motile answer ...
Unrated protista animals Other analysis of the Protista kingdom has shown the need to restructure the phylogenic classification. Genetic and eso esosta-ing research has led to ... Unrated Oomycetes Test What is another term for oomycete? (a) bread mold (b) mold water (c) rotten wood Answer (b) water mould Oomycetes Not ranked yetOomycetes is called
water mould, a reference to the fact that most species are aquatic. They have chlorolyptus. They are not, ... Algae Testing Has not been evaluated why algae are considered plants? (a) They have chlorochloros chlorochlorolyx filled with chlorochloroly. (b) They have roots. (c) They have ... Unrated Algae The term algae refers to a large number of synthetic
organisms that are polycocyte or single-celled standard organisms and are not classified with plants. The ... Domain Archaea Test Not rated yetThat the following is a significant difference between the cige of domain bacteria and archaea? (a) presence or absence ... Unrated anti-bacterial bacteria characteristic of ancient bacteria Residents of the ancient
bacteria are more closely related to eualyctified cells than to bacteria. While both ... Unrated virus testingThat of the following reports on viruses is FALSE? (a) They are obliged inland parasites. (b) They include nuclear... Viruses Have not been technically rated, viruses are not members of any domain of life. They are considered here because, like b acteria,
they are micro and can cause ... Cyanobacteria Have not been evaluated butCyanobacteria are pathogenic bacteria formerly known as Algae. Most are found in soil and in freshwater and saltwater environments. ... Unrated Domain Bacteria Testing Most bacterial species are: (a) Autotrophic (b) Chemosynthetic (c) Allergic Answers (c) Unrated Malformed
Domain Bacteria Characteristics of Domain Bacteria include infants that people encounter daily. Most bacterial species are heterosexual; ... Biosyntheses and Virues Test UnratedThat the following does not describe the profile cells? (a) Their genetic material is a single loop of dual fiber DNA. (b) They... Intro to Prokaryotes and Viruses Not rated
yetProkaryotes are microscopic organisms that include the domains Bacteria and Archaea. Primary organisms lack nucleus, and they have no care except ribosomes. ... Kingdom of unrated living organisms In his taxonorated plan, Linnaeus recognized only two kingdoms of living organisms: Animalia and Plantae. At the time, microbial organisms did not ...
The basic concept of classification (Classification) Not ranked yetEarth today is inhabited by more than 8 million different species. This number is constantly changing, however, as new species are discovered at an excellent... Homo habilis Test Unrated Member of species Homo habilis was able to (a) Fashion protective clothing (b) Use tools and build



shelters (c) All ... The unrated Homo HabilisFossils dating back about 2 million years has been found with a much larger brain capacity than any Australopithecus fossil. On the basis of brain size, ... Australopithecus UnratedFossils and jaw fragments suggest to scientists that the ancestors of monkeys, monkeys and humans began their evolution about 50
million years ... Homo sapiens Unthymed TestThe earliest fossils of Homo sapiens date back to how far? (a)2 million years ago (b)20,000 years ago (c)200,000 years ago ... Unranrated Homo SapiensThe earliest fossils of Homo sapiens were around 200,000 years ago. Homo sapiens means intelligent man, and modern humans are classified in this... Homo
Erectus UnratedThe first hominid to leave Africa for Europe and Asia was Homo erectus. Evidence suggests homo erectus replaced Homo habilis. Homo erectus is about... Experimental human evolution Not ranked yetAncestors of monkeys, monkeys, and humans lived how long ago? (a)100 million years ago (b)50 million years ago (c)70 million ... The
origin of experimental organic molecules Is not evaluated yet in the drum: The universe was born _________ before. (a)15 billion years (b)150 million years (c)5 billion ... The origin of unranrated organic molecules The origin of organic molecules Scientists hypothesized that the universe was born about 15 billion years ago with a giant explosion ... Life on
Land Life Test Not yet What best describes the era called the Cambrian explosion? (a) Một rộng lớn lớn of multi-celled organisms that are in and out and begin to occupy... Life on earth has not been ranked For billions of years, the only life present on Earth exists in nutrient-rich environments of oceans, lakes and rivers. About 600 million years ... What is the
first standardized organism test That has not been evaluated for endeisting theory? (a) A possible explanation for the formation of the first standard cell (b) A possible explanation ... Unrated first euatal organismThe cyanobacteria and archae of the primitive earth are also called cyanobacteria (along with eubacteria). The cym character. About 1.5 billion ...
Ancient Life Test Not rated yetHow did the first form of life most likely generate energy? (a) Aerobic respiration (b) Fermentation (c) Photothesy ... Ancient life Unranrated as Earth was born about 4.6 billion years ago, and about 3.8 billion years ago, the chemical composition of the Earth's surface began to change. Scientist... The origin of the test cell Has not
been evaluatedThat is the following is the best hypothesis regarding the origin of nucleic acids? (a) DNA and RNA are formed simultaneously. (b) DNA is formed ... The Origin of Unrated Cells The appearance of the first cells marks the origin of life on Earth. However, before cells can form, organic molecules must have linked to a ... Evolution Test theory is
not evaluated but what is the right definition of evolution? (a) Changes in a population of organisms over a period of time (b) Changes in individuals ... Unrated evolution theory In his book The Origin of Species, Darwin presented evidence for his original 2018 theory, which went down to us as the theory of evolution,... Evolution mechanisms Have not yet
ranked evolution populations, but individual organisms do not. A population is a hybrid group of individuals of a species in a certain geographical area at ... Evidence for Evolution Test UntestedThat of the following reports does not support paleoatology? (a) Few types of organisms existed in previous eras. (b) Modern creatures ... Evidence for Evolution Yet
to Be Appreciated In his book, Darwin provides several pieces of evidence supporting evolution. He tried to convince the scientific community of the validity of ... The history of evolution theory Is not evaluated yetEvolution implies a change in one or more characteristics in a population of organisms over a period of time. The concept of evolution is as ancient
as... Check unrated cell cyclesThat describes the following cell cycles as accurate? (a) Chromoths are replicated in the G1 phase. (b) Interphase is when ... How many genes does the unrated Human Genome Test contain? (a)20,000 (c)60,000 Replies (a)20,000 ... Click here to write your own. Unrated Human Genome 1990, researchers at Celera Genomics
and at National Human Human The institute has begun an ambitious effort to sequence the entire human genome. ... UNrated GMO animal trialsThat the following includes a FALSE example of a genetically modified animal? (a) Human growth hormone production tape.... Genetically modified animal YetA not yetA genetically modified animal is an animal in
which one or more genes have been introduced into its non-edge cells. The first genetically modified animal to be produced... What has not been evaluated bio biomedistent tool that best describes the purpose of re-combining DNA technology? (a) Blocks the production of proteins for a certain gene (b) creating a complete... Biotechnology's tool has not yet
evaluated the basic process of re-combining DNA technology that involves manipulating an organism's DNA and thereby altering the proteins produced. In the process of this a combination, ... Humane and stem cell tests Are not evaluated but what do the humans refer to? (a) Make a genetic copy of an entire organism (b) Make a genetic copy of an individual
cell... Human and Unrated Stem CellsCloning refers to the ability to make a genetic copy of a cell (or even the entire organism, also known as a reproduction human). Interested in human beings ... DNA testing and Unrated Agriculture biological manipulation of plants are: (a) Asier than with bacteria (b) Impossible (c) More difficult than bacteria Answer ...
DNA and Agriculture Have not been ratedM despite plants being harder to work with than bacteria, gene insertion can be made into single plant cells. Then the cells can be planted to ... Search for UNrated DNA Tests Why is mitochondrial DNA special? (a) It is found only in women. (b) It never changes. (c) It represents an uninterrupted line... The search for
UN-evaluated DNA from ancient materials and museum specimens gave archaeologists and anthropologist hope for a glimpse into ancient life. ... UNrated DNA fingerprint testThat is not used in DNA fingerprints? (a) The base order model is unique to each individual (a) Conservation... UNrated DNA fingerprint The use of DNA probes and the development
of retrieval techniques have made it possible to match DNA molecules together for identification purposes. ... Unrated Gene Therapy TestsThat best describes the course of gene therapy? [(a) Functional genes are introduced into the cells of reproduction to repair diseases in ... Gene therapy Not rated yetGene therapy is a re-combining DNA process in which
cells are taken from patients, altered by adding genes, and replacing in patients. The genes then ... What is an un evaluated diagnostic test What is the purpose of polymerase chain reaction? (a) Gene amplification (b) gene (c) Gene re-combining ... Unrated DNA and combined biotechnology diagnostic tests have opened a new era of diagnosis and has
made detection of many possible genetic diseases. The basic tool of ... Check pharmaceutical products Have not been evaluatedThat of the following reports on vaccines are FALSE (a) Some vaccines are produced by removing the pathogen genes from a pathogen,... Pharmaceutical products are not rated yetGene disabilities in humans can lead to protein
deficiencies such as insulin, human growth hormone, and factor VIII can lead to problems (diabetes,... Unrated yetBiotechnology re-combining DNA is a process that uses scientific research on DNA for real-world means. Biotechnology is associated with genetic engineering because ... What is the unrated operon role in bacteriological gene expression? (a) It
directly links the two genes together so that their products are expressed simultaneously. ... Un audited gene control Protein synthesis does not occur continuously in cells. Instead, it occurs in the period followed by periods of genetic silence. So... UNrated DNA structure testA 5'-AAAGTTCCGTGACT-3' read DNA fiber; the additional fibers will read: (a) 3'-
TTTCAAGGCACTGA-5' (b)3'-UUUCAAGGCACUGA-5' ... Unrated DNA structure As proposed by Watson and Crick, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) consists of two long nucleotide chains. Two nucleotide chains twist around each other... Unrated protein synthesis testThat is the following essential for protein synthesis? (a)20 amino acids and ribosomes (b)All
of the above (c) DNA, tRNA, ... What is an UNrated DNA replication test The function of the DNA polymerase enzyme? (a) Glue together the pieces Okazaki (b) Join the nucleotides in the process of copying ... Unrated DNA Replication Before a cell enters the process of stool, its DNA replicates itself. Equal copies of DNA enter daughter cells at the end of the
process of stool. ... UNranrated DNA IdentificationIn the 1950s, a massive explosion of biological research occurred, and gene expression methods were unraveled. The knowledge created ... The principle of genetic testing has not been evaluated If a brown furry organism is a hedging for the fur color gene, and black is the other color allele, which follows a
TRUE statement? ... Unrated Genetics PrinciplesMendel's studies have provided base scientists for mathematically predicting the probability of genotypes and styling in the offspring of ... Inheritance Patterns Test UnratedThat of the following definitions is FALSE? (a) Alleles are different forms of genes. (b) Heermity refers to when two different ... The
Unrated Mendel inheritance model was the first scientist to develop a method to predict the outcome of inheritance models. He has done his job with bean trees, research ... About Unrated Genetics research on how genes bring characteristics, or characteristics, in living organisms and how those 100 are inherited. zygote Genes is ... Meiosis in humans
UnratedThe union of eggs and sperm cells leads to the formation of all but the following: (a) biploid cells (b) haploid cells (c) zygote ... Meiosis in humans Has not been ranked in humans, meiosis is the process by which sperm cells and egg cells are produced. In men, meiosis takes place after puberty. The bipolar cells in ... Meiosis Test Unrated But Meiosis
DOES NOT include: (a) gamete formation (b) production of bipolar cells (c) two-stage cell division Answer ... Unrated Meiosis Most plant and animal cells are bipolar. The term multiples is derived from the Greek diplos, meaning double or two; this term implies that the cells ... Unrated cell nucleus testThat of the following reports on the kernel is FALSE? (a)
Chromoths consist of chromoths, a mixture of DNA and histone proteins. ... Cell nucleus Is not rated yetA distinguishing feature of a living organism is that it reproduces independently of other living organisms. This reproduction occurs at the cellular level. ... Cell cycles Are not ranked yetThe cell cycle involves repeated repetitions of cell growth and
reproduction. With few exceptions (for example, red blood cells), all living cells ... What is an Unrated Fermentation Test What is the Purpose of Fermentation? (a) alternative methods of nad release to keep glycolysis running (b) keep krebs... Fermentation Has not been evaluated as an a cavalier process in which energy can be released from glucose despite
the lack of oxygen. Fermentation occurs in yeast ... Chemiosmosis Test Not rated yet What is the source of energy that directly drives ATP production in chemiosmosis? (a) a) oxidizing pyruvic acid into carbon dioxide molecules... Unrated Chemiosmosis The actual production of ATP in cellular respiration takes place through the chemiosmosis process (see
Chapter 4). . Chemiosmosis involves pumping ... Test On Electron Transport System Not rated yet What is the final electron acceptor in the electron transport system, and what is formed? (a) ADP; ATP (b)NAD; NADH (c) oxygen; ... Unrated electronic transport systemsThe electronic transport systems occur in the cristae of mitochond bodies, where a wide
range of cytochromes (enzymes) and coenzymes exist. These cytochromes ... Testing on Krebs Unrated CycleThe Krebs cycle occurs in: (a) cyto-cell substance (b) matrix (c) stroma Answer (b) to the Unrated Krebs Cycle After Glycolysis, the cellular respiration mechanism involved in a multiple-step process of the Krebs cycle, which is also known as citric...
Testing on Glycolysis Has Not Been EvaluatedHow Many MOLECULES ATP produced through glycolysis? (a) Six ATP molecules are produced in the second half of the after the two are ... Click here to write your own. Unrated glycolysisGlycolysis is the process in which a glucose molecle is broken down to form two pyruvic acid molecules (also known as
pyruvate). The glycolysis process ... About cellular respiration Yet to be evaluated some organisms, such as plants, can trap energy in sunlight through photothesy (see Chapter 5) and store it in the chemical bonds of carbohydrates... The process of examining photosynthethe following is a TRUE statement regarding the photothesytic fixed energy reactions?
(a) Oxygen and hydrogen are combined... Unrated photothesy The process of photothesy is conveniently divided into two parts: energy fixing reaction (also known as light reaction) and carbon fixing... Unrated Photosystems Test MoleculesPhotosystems are: (a) A wide range of enzyme reactions that capture and repair carbon dioxide molecules (b) clusters
that absorb light... Unrated optical system pigment molecules are organized into optical systems that capture sunlight in finished dictos. Optical systems are clusters of pigments that absorb light with a number of ... chroloplast Test Not rated yetThat of the following reports on continents is FALSE? (a) A stack of thylakoids called granum. (b) Light ... Unrated
ceoli Guano in which photosyntheses occur (in leaves and green stems, for example) are called pleos. 6th edi6 is relatively ... Unrated photoigraphy testThat of the following reports on photothesy is FALSE? (a) Carbon dioxide molecules are bound to carbohydrates for the second time... Determination of photosyntheses Is not appreciated A wide range of
organisms living on Earth, including all green plants, synthesize their food from simple molecules, such as carbon dioxide and water. ... Atp Production Test Not ranked yetatp squad is best described by which of the following statements? (a) ATP is formed as gradient concentration hydrogen electron drive ... ATP production is not yetATP-rated generated
from ADP and phosphate ions by a set of complex processes that occur in cells. (c) third (terminal) phosphate These processes ... Adenosine Triphosphate ATP Test Not yetWhere is the majority of ATP's energy stored? (a) he phosphate closest to the second ribose (b) (middle) phosphate molecules... Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) UnratedThe chemical
that serves as the currency of energy in a cell is adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Special enzymes can catalyst only one reaction. ... Enzyme testing has not been evaluatedThat of the following reports is FALSE? (a) specific enzymes can only catalyst a reaction. (b) All catalysts are enzymes. ... Unrated enzymeThe chemical reactions in all cells of living
organisms active in the presence catalysts are called enzymes. ends up with less energy... Unrated Chemical Reaction Test A endergonic reaction is one in which the product: (a) Finishes with less energy than reacters (b) Has more energy... Unrated chemical reactions Most chemical compounds do not combine with each other automatically, nor do
chemical compounds break down automatically. The majority of ... The unrated law of thermo-dynamics Life can only exist where molecules and cells are still held. All cells need energy to maintain the organization. 22 scientistss identify energy as the ability to ... Movement through unrated plasma membranes In order for the cyto substance to communicate
with the external environment, the material must be able to move through the plasma membrane. This movement ... Identified cells UnratedOne of the basic principles of biology is that all living organisms consist of one or more cells. Some organisms consist of a single cell, while others ... The element and atomic test not yetAn element: (a) can change its
properties, depending on the environment (b) can not be chemical decomposition (c) composed ... What are the Four Main Types of Organic Compounds to Check for Organic Compounds? (a) acids, base, nucleic acids, and polysaccharides (b) carbohydrates, ... Unrated organic compoundsThe chemical compounds of living organisms are called organic
compounds because of their connection with organisms and because they contain carbon ... Molecular Test Not YetA Molecular Rating: (a) Cannot include only one factor (b) Including sorting factors in a specific arrangement and ratio (c) Yes... Un evaluated molecules Of all compounds of interest to scientists include units called molecules. A molecular is an
exact arrangement of atoms held together... How do unrated acids and base tests differ from base acids and base? a) An acid releases hydroxide ions (OH–), while a three-radical self-release hydrogen... Acids and base Not rated yetAcids and Base Acids are chemical compounds that release hydrogen ions (H+) when placed in water. For example, when
hydrogen chloride ... Check out yet1 unrated scientific method yet1. Will a student using the scientific method proceed through the steps in which the following orders? (a) Hypothesis, observation, ... Scientific methods have not been evaluated howeverThe scientific method is a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, absorbing new knowledge, or
repairing and integrating previous knowledge. ... Features of living organisms Have not been appreciated Characteristics of living organisms The most important features of living organisms are: movement, feeding, development, breathing, reproduction,... About Biology Yet HighlyBiology is the study of living organisms. It consists of the cell base of living
organisms, energy as the foundation for the activities of life, ... Click here to write your own. Own.
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